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ABSTRACT 

The point-to-point loss of a reversed switching 
network with possibility of connecting via short 
paths depends not only on the external traffic 
load but also on the short path traffic portion. 
It is necessary to calculate this portion for 
determining the traffic handling capacity of 
such a switching network. An apIDrox,imation method 
using the wiring plan and the individual traffic 
loads of the terminals attached is derived for 
this purpose. 
Calculation and simulation results are compared 
on the basis of a special example for a PABX 
switching network 

1. REVERSED LINK SYSTEMS 

With regard to their structure th~ switching 
networks in telephone exchanges can be devided 
into two classes: straight link systems and 
reversed link systems. 

A straight link system is a two-sided link 
system. It has two sides to attach external 
terminals: 

By closing corresponding crosspoints in the 
switching network a connection from a given 
terminal of one side to any terminal of the 
other can be set up. Such a straight link 
system can be used in exchanges where all ter
minals can be arranged in two groups and where 
the connections are to be built u~ only bet
ween two terminals of the different groups. 
A transit center to which only unidirected 
offering and serving trunks are attached is 
an example for such an exchange. 

If a straight switching network is used in an 
exchange where partitionning of all terminals 
into two greups is impossible, special pre
parations must be made in order to allow the 
setting up of a connection between two termi
nals attached to the same side of the switching 
network. For instance such a preparation can 
consist in connecting the terminals twice to 
the switching: ' network, on both sides. 

A reversed link system [ 1,2,3 J has only one 
side to attach external terminals: 
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Th~ closing o ,f corresponding crosspoints allows 
a donnection between whatever terminals. By this 
a reversed link system can be used in exchanges 
where - due to complex and various operational 
requirements - an arrangement of all terminals 
in two different groups is 'impossible. Here are 
two examples for such exchanges: 

- transit exchanges, to which (among others) 
two-way trunks are a~tached 

- local exchanges with additional transit 
functions. 

Within a reversed switching network every 
connection path between two terminals makes 
a total change of direction of 180 0 (i.e. "it 
reverses" ) . 

There are several different possibilities of 
obtaining a reversal pOi?t.£ 5 J: 

a) Reversal by aid of a link ("U-reversal") 
Principle: 

A B 
i 

r------., 

A 

~ 

Or: 

A 
iA 

~ 
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In the latter case two crosspoints have to be 
closed in the same switching matrix. These 
two crosspoints are located in different rows 
of the matrix. 

b) Reversal by aid of a proper reversal stage 
("V reversal") 
principle: 

A L U 
iA iL 

~~ ~~ 
h iL 

c) Reversal within a reversal matrix 
("y reversal") 
principle: 

A 
---.~--~ r---------~ 

L 

flkL 

In this case two crosspoints have to be 
closed in the same switching matrix, called 
reversal matrix. Both crosspoints are located 
in the same row of the matrix. 

2. REVERSED SWITCHING NETWORKS WITH POSSIBILITY 
OF SHORT PATHS 

All the reversal pOints in a reversed switching 
network need not necessarily be situated within 
or behind the last switching stage of the net
work. In several switching networks used in 
switching systems the possibility of reversal 
is additionally given at other switching 
stages. 
Switching arrangements using the principle 
of Y-reversal are of special interest. T~is 
principle needs no particular reversal paths 
in the switching network. Therefore there can 
be a reversal in any matrix of the network. 

A B C 
--~~-- r-----------~ r----------~ iA 

As the figure above shows a link leading to 
the following switching stage can be connected 
with the seized row in the reversal matrix. 
This link is blocked by this connection and 
cannot be used for any other connections through 
the switching network. 

A connection path through a reversed link 
system which is reversed in a stage preceeding 
to the last one is called "short path". 
A short path is called "short path X" if its 
reversal point is situated in or immediately 
behind the connection stage X. Thus the shortest 
short path is the short path A, followed by 
short path B, etc. 
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Due to the special structure of a reversed 
switching network two terminals can be connected 
by a short path X provided that they are attached 
to the network within. a special terminal area. 

Definition: The . terminal area Arq(x) related to 
a certain switching network terminal 
q is the quantity of all switching 
network terminals to which it can 
be connected by "a path reversing in 
or immediately behind the switching 
stage X. 

As an explanation of a reversed switching net
work let us have a look at the example given in 
fig. 1. In this network the reversal of connec
tion paths works according to the principle of 
Y-reversal. 

A B C 

subscribers 
S;8

X

1618 
Sili8 . 

trunks Tl8 

TI8 1618 
6 

SI8X1618 subscribers 
SI8 . 
10 
TI8 

trunks 
TI8 1618 

@ 

Fig. 1: Example of a reversed switching network 
------- with possibility of connecting via short 

paths 

The terminal area Arq(A) of a given terminal q 
of any switching matrix A encloses all the other 
terminals of this matrix A: 
Two terminals, both attached to the same 
swi tching matrix A (e. g. two trunks) can be 
connected by a short path A. This short path 
uses any of the rows in this matrix and with 
it any of the eight links AB connected with the 
matrix. 

The terminal area Arq(B) of a given terminal q 
attached to any switching unit AB encloses all 
the other terminals of this switching unit AB 
except those of Arq(A): 
Two terminals, both attached to different 
matrices of the same switching unit AB, can be 
connected by a short path B. This short path 
uses two links AB and one link BC. 

The terminal area Arq(C) of a given terminal q 
of any switching uniE AB encloses all the ter
minals of the switching units AB except those 
belonging to Arq(A) and Arq(B): Two terminals 
attached to different switching units AB can 
be connected by a normal path. This is a path 
which reverses within the last switching stage 
(stage C). A normal path uses two links AB, 
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two links BC ·and one of the rows of the used 
reversal matrix C. 

3. THE INTERNAL TRAFFIC LOAD IN REVERSED SWITCH
·ING .. NETWORKS WITH- "SHORT I?ATH -POSSIBILITY 

Connection paths via short paths contain fewer 
crosspoints and links than connection paths 
reversing within or behind the last switching 
stage. That is to say: The larger the number 
of connections via (as short as possible) 
short paths, the smaller the internal traffic 
load of the switching network - at the same 
all over load of all terminals. 

This effect is shown by the ~witching network 
in fig. 1 by the diagram of fig. 2. 
For reasons of simplification let us assume 
that only connections between a subscriber and 
a trunk are built up in the switching net
work on fig. 1. Therefore there can be no 
short paths A in the network but only short 
paths B and normal paths. 
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Links BC Rows in the 
matrices C 

~ The internal traffic load of the switching 
network in fig. 2 
Mean traffic load per unit AB: 42 Erl. 

Fig. 2 shows for the following three cases 
a) 0% short path B traffic (theoretic case) 
b) 20 % 11 

c) 50% 
the mean traffic load of the links AB, the 
links BC and the rows in the switching matrices 
C. 

The mean traffic load of the matrices A is 
equal in all three cases in fig. 2 and so 
is the mean traffic load of the links AB. 
But the links BC and the rows in the matrices 
C show big load differences in these three 
cases. 

This difference in traffic load led to draw 
conclusions with regard to the application 
of the switching network (fig. 1)in practical 
operation. This network was designed for use 
in PABXs. Normally in PABXs a very high portion 
of traffic is connected via short paths - as 
will be shown later. This portion can amount 
to about 50 %. In order to adapt ·the network 
to these requirements it is slightly modified 
according to the arrangement shown in fig. 3 
(cf L 4 J). 
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Fig. 3: Reversed switching network designed 
for use in a PABX 

c 

@ 

In the new link system (fig. 3) not every outlet 
of the matrices B is connected to a link BC. 
Whenever the call establishment control sets up 
a connection via short path B it seizes preferably 
one of the concerned rows in the matrix B.The 
switching network in fig. 3 contains a reduced 
switching stage C and thus a smaller amount of 
crosspoints .than the network in fig.1. 

4. POINT-TO-PONT LOSS IN A REVERSED LINK SYSTEM 
WITH POSSIBILITY OF SHORT PATHS 

The difference in the internal traffic load 
between the link system characterized by the 
curves in fig. 2 influences the point-to-point 
loss of these networks. The pOint-to-point loss 
for the two equally arranged and externally 
equally loaded cases band c amounts to 

B(PP) 
B(PP) 

0.019 in case b 
0.003 in case c. 

While the point-to~point loss in a switching 
network without possibility of connecting via 
short paths depends only on the external traffic 
load, the example in question shows a further 
dependence. This dependence is due to the internal 
load of the switching network expressed by the 
portion of the traffic connected via short paths. 
Therefore traffic perf·ormance of a reversed 
switching network capable of setting up short 
paths cannot only be described by a single loss/ 
load curve like those of the networks without 
short paths. Further parameters have to be 
taken into account. If only one single kind of 
short paths (short paths B) is possible in the 
switching network - like in the considered net
work - a family of curves is needed instead of 
this one loss/load curve. This family contains 
the portion of short path traffic as an additi
onal panameter. 
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Fig. 4: Family of loss/~oad curves for the reversed 
network in fig. 3 

a mean traffic load per unit AB: 34 Erl 
b mean traffic load per unit AB: 37 Erl 
c mean traffic load per unit AB: 41 Erl 

The diagram in fig. 4 shows the family of 
curves for the network in fig. 3. These 
curves are obtained by means of traffic simu
lation. They are used as a basis for the 
exchange planning in practical operation, i.e. 
for checking the planned wiring lists with 
regard to the required point-to-point loss of 
the switching network. For the application 
of these curv.es it is necessary to determine 
the portion of short path traffic out of the 
given wiring plan for the switching network 
and out of the individual traffic loads of 
the terminals attached to the network. An 
approximative method for this determination 
will be given in chapter 6. 

S. REASONABLE TRUNK SEARCH STRATEGY IN A 
REVERSED SWITCHING NETWORK WITH SHORT 
PATH POSSIBILITY 

Due to the great influence of the internal 
network load on the blocking probability 
there is a great interest in reversed link 
systems to connect as much traffic as possible 
via short paths. 

The search strategy applied by the control at 
establishing point-to-group connections from 
a calling traffic source q (subscriber) to a 
serving trunk group influences the portion 
of short path traffic. The call establishment 
control will reasonably work so that the 
connection to be established will be set 
up via the shortest possible short path. That 
means: It examines successively all appropriate 
trunks 

- first within the terminal area Ar (A) then 
within the terminal area Ar (B), q , 

q 

and takes the first free one of the group to 
establish the connection with it. 

But point-to-group connections with trunk 
groups consisting only of very few trunks 
will seldom be set up via short short paths 
in spite of the described control strategy: 
such an extensive search method does not pay 
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in case of very small trunk groups. In such 
cases the searching of a free trunk of the group 
begins in an adequate summary terminal area 

X 
Ar (~X) := U Ar (R) 

q R=1 q 

and - in case of failure - continues in the area 
Arq (X+1). By this method, the control preferably 
sees up short paths ~ X. 
These are short paths X or shorter ones. As the 
selection of a free trunk within the summary 
terminal area is made by random all short paths 
Y with Y ~ X are accidental, too. 

The portion of the particular classes of short 
paths within the whole switched traffic to a 
trunk group j which can be achieved by the 
trunk search strategy depends on a number of 
factors. The·most important of them are: 

- The dimension of the trunk group j: 
The larger the number of trunks in the group 
the bigger the portion of short path traffic 
connected to it. Consequently switching net
works to which only few but large trunk groups 
are connected (like it is normally the case 
in PABXs) have a bigger portion of short path 
traffic than networks with many but small 
trunk groups. 

- The way the terminals of the trunk group j are 
distributed over the connection side of the 
reversed network: 
A possibly equal distribution of all terminals 
of the group all over the connection side 
leads to aspect a bigger portion of connected 
short path traffic than an irregular distri
bution. 

The ne~t cha~ter contains the description of a 
met-hQd .by whl:~:h the portion of ·short path traffic 
can approximately be determi~ed f01 different 
trunk search strategies experienced in a 
reversed Switching network with short path 
possibility. 

6. PROCEDURE FOR THE APPROXIMATIVE DETERMINATION 
OF THE PORTION OF SHORT PATH TRAFFIC 

If .the short path traffic portion connected 
over a reversed switching network is to be 
determined the following informations have 
to be given: 

- The trunking scheme of the switching network 
and the wiring plan of all subscribers and 
trunks connected to the network. 

These informations form the basis for the 
determination of the particular terminal areas 
and their contents used in the procedure. 

- The individual traffic load of the terminals 
attached to the network 

- For each trunk group j: 
A description of the trunk search strategy 
used by the control setting up pOint-to-group 
connections. 

This description is given by the value of 
the parameter X. The parameter X indicates 
the summary terminal area ArQ(~X) in which 
the search for a free trunk IS to begin. 

It holds: A~X~L, if L indicates the whole number 
of switching stages in the reversed switching 
network. 
X A means: Setting up of short paths A (if 

possible) preferred. 
X L means: random selection of a trunk in 

group j. 
In case of failure, a free .trunk is hunted 
in the next higher terminal area Arq (X+1), 
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Arq (X+2) etc., provided that X<L. 

The following determination of the short path 
traffic portions is performed in three 
successive steps: 

1st step: Determination of the short pat~ 
traffic portions to each particu
lar serving trunk group j 

2nd step: Determination of the short path 
traffic portion within the 
pOint-to-point traffic from each 
offering trunk group 

3rd step: Determination of the mean short 
path traffic portion. of the whole 
connected traffic in the network 

6.1. DETERMINATION OF THE SHORT PATH TRAFFIC 
PORTION WITHIN THE POINT-TO-GROUP TRAFFIC 
TO A TRUNK GROUP J. 

For the determination of the short path traffic 
portions within the pOint-to-group traffic 
to a trunk group j consisting of Nj trunks 
at first the short path traffic portion for 
each proper traffic source q (calling subs
criber or offering trunk with transient traffic) 
is to be determined. 

For setting .up a point-to-group connection 
for this traffic source q the control tries 
at first to set up the connection to a trunk 
contained in the summary terminal area Ar (~X). 
This will be successful if q 

- there is at least one trunk of the group j 
connected to the switching network within 
the terminal area Arq(~X) and if at least 
one of them is idle. 

- The connection does not fail due to internal 
blocking of the switching network. 

The app~oximation method suggests that the 
latter condition always is true. 
That means that the losses due to internal 
block.ing are neglected, with regard to the 
determination of the ' short path traffic por
tions. Losses are generally small (about 0.01). 
They may be neglected in comparison with the 
inexactitude by which the other conditions can 
be determined. 

The probability of the first condition i.e. 
the probability that a short path connection 
~ X can be estabished, is approximated by 

With 
n· (~X) 

J ,q 

-
Pj 

number of trunks in the trunk 
group j being attached to the 
switching network within the 
area Arq(~X) 

mean traffic load of the trunks 
in the trunk group j 

E(nj,q(~X)'~j)Erlang's loss formula for a 
trunk 'group with nj,q(~X) trunks, 
each of them carry1ng a traffic 
load of . ~· Erl. 
For nj,q(~X)=O holds E(O'~j):=1. 

The short path traffic portion Kj,q(~X) of 
the connected traffic of the source q to the 
trunk group .j consisting of Nj trunks results 
in: 
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K" (~X) 
·l,Q 

1 - E(nj.g(~X)'Pj) 

- E(Nj,Pj) 

In this formula the t~rm 1-E(N " ~') has the 
function of a standardization facior. 
If the parameter X in the formula holds XFA, 
the control does not preferably attempt to 
set up pOint-to-group connections via short 
paths A. In this case the short path Y traffic 
portions (with Y~X) contained in K· (~X) can 
be determined using the number ofJt~unks in 
the group j attached to the network within the 
areas Arq (A) . , Arq (B) , ... ,Arq (X). By aid of 
these values for A~Y~X the following term is 
obtained: 

trunks of group j in Arq(Y) 
K . (Y) = - K (<t:.X) J,q " -trunks of group j in Arq(~X) J,q 

For connections which cannot be set up by a 
short path ~X the control hunts successively 
for a free trunk in the next higher terminal 
areas. The determination of the short path 
traffic portion K· (Z) for Z;:> X is achieved 
by . J,q 

K
j 

(Z) = K" (~Z) - KJ" q(~Z-1) ,q J,q , 

by means of the earlier given formulae. 

The mean short path X traffic portion of the 
whole pOint-to-group traffic to trunk group j 
is obtained as the mean value of all short 
path traffic portions Kj,q(X) of all traffic 
sources: 

with Q 

Yj ,q 

1 

the whole number OI traffic sources 
in the arrangement 

the complete traffic portion of the 
source q for trunk group j. 

The consideration of the traffic loads Yj q makes 
it possible to take into account the traff1c 
intensity of the particular groups of traffic 
sources (subscribers, high loaded offering 
trunk groups for transient traffic). 

6.2. DETERMINATION OF THE SHORT PATH TRAFFIC 
PORTION WITHIN THE POINT-TO-POINT TRAFFIC 
FROM AN OFFERING TRUNK GROUP 

Concerning the incoming traffic offered by an 
offering trunk group j to a subscriber q (traffic 
drain) it is suggested that on the average each 
proper trunk of this group carries the same 
amount of traffic to this subscriber. Then the 
short path traffic portions of the short path 
classes depend only on the geometrical situ
ation of the concerned terminals at the switching 
network. 

Considering the wiring plan the short path X 
traffic portion results in: 

number of trunks of group j in Arg(X) 
Kj,q(X) = 

whole number of trunks of group j 

The ' mean short path X traffic portion Kj(X) of 
the whole point-to-point traffic between the 
offering group j and all subscribers is 
determined . as described in chapter 6.1 with 
the appropriate modifications by forming the 
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mean value of the proper terms Kj,q(X) with 
regard to all traffic drains. 

6.3. DETERMINATION OF THE MEAN SHORT PATH 
TRAFFIC PORTION OF THE, WHOLE CONNECTED 
TRAFFIC IN THE NETWORK 

After the determination of the short path traffic 
portions for each individual trunk group the 
mean value of the short path X traffic portion 
of the complete traffic connected in the con
sigered switching network is determined. 

The mean short path X traffic portion in the 
whole switching network results in: 

1 
K(X) = l! 

j=1 Yj 

with 'M, the whole number of all trunk groups 
attached to the switching network 

Yj = the complete traffic load of the 
trunk group j 

The described method has been examined by the 
traffic simulation of a great number of link 
systems with different parameters. 

The results of these examinations were in all 
cases satisfactory. 

7. EXAMPLE 

This chapter presents a practical example for 
planning work at a reversed switching network. 
The application of the link system shown in 
fig. 3 as a switching network in a special 
PABX is suggested. Concerning the traffic 
quality of this arrangement it is assumed 
that the point-to-point loss of this switch
ing network must not exeed the value of 
B = 1 %. 

group trunk groups lines traffic type preferred 
per load 

no. unit AB ["ErlJ 

1 30 trunks 5 20.0 
outgoing 

2-5 23 tie lines 3 or 4 13.9 
outgoing 

6 32 internal 5 or 6 21.4 
junctors 
(A-side) 

7 40 trunks 6 or 7 22.4 
incoming 

8-11 25 tie lines 4 or 5 12.4 
incoming 

12 32 internal 5 or 6 21.4 
junctors 
(B-side) 

13 11 receivers 1 or 2 5.0 

P-T-G: Point-to-group connection 
P-T-P: Point-to-point connection 

short 
path 

P-T-G yes 

P-T-G no 

P-T-G yes 

P-T-P -

P-T-P -

P-T-P -

P-T-G yes 

Table 1: Example for a PABX switching network with 
600 subscribers 
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In table 1 the numbers and the traffic loads 
of the individual terminals to be attached 
to this switching network are listed up. The 
mean traffic load of the sum of all terminals 
of each swi t'ch~g uni t AB results from the values 
of table 1 and amounts to 37.2 Erl. 
Table 1 contains also information on the 
wiring plan for connecting every individual 
terminal to the switching network. It contains 
also instructions for the control concerning 
the hunting strategy in case of the search of 
a free trunk for the setting up of point-to-group 
connections. 

The problem to be solved is the examination 
whether the switching network given in fig. 3 
and table 1 has a sufficiently low point-to
point loss. For this examination the individual 
short path traffic portions have at first to 
be calculated. They are determined according 
to the method given in the preceding chapter 
and by the use of the values in table 1. The 
results are listed up in the first row of 
table 2. 

group short path B traffic portion 

n'o. by calculation by simulation 
(95% confidence 

1 0.784 0.774 - 0.813 

2-5 0.167 0.158 - 0.177 

6 0.792 0.794 - 0.827 

7-12 0.167 0.160 - 0.171 

13 0.719 0.718 - 0.736 

mean 
0.411 0.416 

value 

Table 2: Short path B traffic portion 
c ,omparison between calculated 
and simulated results 

interval) 

The mean short path B traffic portion to be 
expected in the switching network as a whole is 
also given in table 2. From this value and from 
the mean traffic load o! 37.2 Erl of each . 
switching unit AB the pOint-to-point loss of 
the network in question is obtained from fig. 4 
It is below the required value of B=1% and 
thus the considered arrangement obeys the 
suggested demands. 

The considered network has also been examined 
by traffic simulation. The simulation results 
concerning the short path B traffic portions' 
are listed up in table 2, second row. 
The point-to-point loss determined by simu
lation is B=0.7%. This value - and its con
fidental area for 95% statistical certainty -
is marked in the diagram in fig. 4. Simulation 
results and the results of approximative deter
mination show good agreement. 
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